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1. Introduction
For a Galois extension field L of a field K with Galois gruop G, A. Rosen-
berg and R. Ware [9] proved that if [L:K] is odd then the Witt ring W(K) is
isomorphic to W(L)G. The proof was simplified by M. Knebusch and W.
Scharlau [5], and the theorem was generalized by M. knebusch, A. Rosenberg
and R. Ware [6] to the case of commutative semilocal rings. In this note, con-
cerning with sesqui-linear forms over a non commutative ring defined in [2], we
want to extend the theorem to a case of non commutative rings. In §2 and §3,
we difine a Galois extension with involution of a ring and an odd type Galois exten-
sion with involution. From the theorem of Scharlau (cf. [11], [7]), we know that
for a Galois extension with involution LlDK of fields, Ll^K is an odd type
Galois extension with involution if and olnly if [L:K] is odd. If A^B is a G-
Galois extension with involution of rings, then we can prove the isomorphism
ί*°^*(?)=Σ J-σ*(?) f°Γ anY sesqui-linear left ^4-module q=(M,q). This
isomorphism is a generalization of the case of fields [4], semilocal rings [6]. If
A is an algebra over a commutative ring R, and if A DΛ is an odd type G-Galois
extension with involution, then it is obtained that the inclusion map /: R-*A
induces a group monomorphism ί*: W(R)-^W(A) of Witt groups of hermitian
left modules, and its image is TG*(W(A)). Throughout this paper, we assume
that every ring has identity element and module is unitary. Furthermore, ring
homomorphisms are assumed to correspond identity element to identity element.
2. Sesqui-linear forms
DEFINITION 1. Let A be a ring with involution A-*A\ αΛΛMfl, i.e. a+b—
y ab=b a and a=a for every ay b in A. For a subring B and a finite group
G of ring-automorphisms of A, A^DB is called a G-Galois extension with involu-
tion if every element in G is compatible with the involution, i.e. σ(a)=σ(a) for
all a^A, σ^G, and if A^)B a G-Galois extension, i.e. AG—B and there exist
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elements xlf x2, ••• xn and JΊ, y2, ••• yn in A, called a G-Galois system, such that
l and Σ^Cv/)^ for σΦ/in G.
DEFINITION 2. (cf. [2]) Let A be a ring with involution, and M a left A-
module. A form q: MxM-^A is called a sesqui-linear form if it satisfies
q(a(m-{-m')y n) = aq(m, ri)-{-aq(m', n) and
q(m, b(n-\-n')) = q(m, n)b+q(m, n')b
for every α, b^A and m, m', n, n'^M.
DEFINITION 3. Let A^B be a G-Galois extension with involution, C the
center of A and C0 the fixed subring of C by the involution, i.e. C0= {c^ C; £=?} .
For any u^CQ let us denote by t%: A-+B a 5-linear map defined by t^(a)=
Σ σ(z/#) for a^A, particularly, when M=l, it is denoted by .^ For a sesqui-
σeff
linear left ^4-module q=(M, q), a sesqui-linear left 5-module t^(q)=(BM, t^q)
and a sesqui-linear left ^4-module σ*(q)=(
σ
M9 σq), for σeG, are defined as
follows
Q0: Λf X M->£; (ι«, m')W^>tl(q(m, m')), and
σq:
 σ
Mx
 σ
M-^A (m, m')W^>σ(q(m, m')) ,
where
 σ
M is a left .^-module defined by a new operation *; a*m=σ~1(ά)m, for
a^A, m^M. For a sesqui-linear left J3-module h=(N, h) and the inclusion
map /: B->A, a sesqui-linear left ^4-module i*(h)=(A®BN, ih) is defined by ih:
A; ίh(a®n, a'®n')=ah(n, n')a! for
Lemma 1. Let AlDB be a G-Galois extension with ίnvoultion. For any left
B-module N there is an A-isomorphism Φ: A®BHomB(N, B)->HomA(A®BN, A)
defined by Φ(a®f) (of ®n)=a'f(n)a far a®f<=A®BHomB(N, B) and af®n<E.A
®BN, where the operations by A and B are as follows: (bf)(x)=f(x)b, for
fζΞHomB(N, B), b<=B, x^N9 and (ag)(y)=g(y)a for g<= Horn A(A®N, A), a<=A,
y<=A®BN.
Proof. If Σ«ί®/r is in Ker φ> then ΣΛ(«)Λί=Φ(Σ«ί®/f) (l®n)=0 for
all n in N. Let x 1 9 x 2 j xn and ylfy2, yn be a G-Galois system of A. Then we
have ^a^f^^^jXjt^yja^f^^^.x^t^y.a^f^Q, since
^0 is obtained by (ΣΛ(yy
JVy)— 0 f°r all n^N. Hence Ker Φ=0. If g is any element in
HomA(A®BN, A), we put /,-: N-^B\fi(n)=tG(g(\®n)xi) for every n<=N, i=
1, 2, ••• n. Then/,- is in Hom
β
 (N, B) and so Σ JVf®/* ^s an element in A®B
HomB(N,B) such that Φ(Σ Vi®fs)=g, because Φ(Σ j?ί®/, )(«®Λ)=Σ β
=Σ (^^ (1® )^^ )^ = !^® )^=^®!!) for all
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Lemma 2. Let Al^B be a G -Galois extension with involution. If M is a
left A-module, then for any element u in the unit group U(C0) of the fixed subrίng
CQ of the center of A by the involution, a map
θ: Hom^(M, A) -
is a B-isomorphism as left B-modules defined by (bf) (m)=f(m)b for
andf<EΞHomA(M, A) or HomB(M, B).
Proof. If /is in Hom
Λ
(M, A) and t%°f=Q, then for any m^M we have
w
/(
m
)=Σ*.^(^ hence /-O. If g is in HomB(M,£),
an yl-homomorphism/: M-+A defined by f(m)=^u~1xig(yim) for m^M, satis-
fies f^/faHΣ^tfί^ for all we
M9 therefore ί%°f=g and so θ is a 5-isomorphism.
Proposition 1. Let A~DB be a G-Galoίs extension with involution, and C0
the subrίng of the center of A whose element is fixed by the involution.
1) If a sesqui-linear left B-module h=(N, h) is non degenerate i.e. φ: JV-»
HomB(N, B)\ nW^>h(— , n) and ψ : N-* HomB(JV, B); wΛΛΛ->A(w, — ) are B-
isomorphisms, then i*(h)=(A®BN, ih) is also non degenerate, where i: B-+A is the
inclusion map.
2) If a sesqui-linear left A-module q=(M, q) is non degenerate, then t%#(q)=
and cr*(^)— (
σ
M, σq) are also non degenerate for every u^U(C0) and
Proof. 1) Let h=(N, h) be a non degenerate sesqui-linear left .B-module.
Since φ: N-* Hom
Λ
(JV, 5); nW^>h(— , n) and Φ: A®BHomB(N, B)-*HomA
(A®BNyA) are ^-isomorphisms, the composition Φo(/(g)φ); A®BN-*HomA
(Aξζ>BN, A) is an ^4-isomorphism. And, it is obtained that Φo(I®φ)(a®ri)=
ih(—> a®ri) for a®n<E.A®BN, because Φo(I®φ)(a®ri)(a'®n')=Φ(a®h(— , n))
(d®ri}=a!h(ri, ri)a=ίh(a' ®ri , a®n) for every a'Qn'^A®^. For ψ: N-+
HomB(N, B); wΛAΛ^A(n, — ), similarly, we obtain the isomorphism Φo(/(g)Λ/r);
n, — ). Therefore, i*(h)=(A®B
N, ih) is non degenerate. 2) Let q=(M, q) be a non degenerate sesqui-linear
left ^4-module. From the following diagram and Lemma 2, we can conclude
that £#*(<?) is n°n degenerate;
φ, (ψ)
M - —^-2 — > Hom^M, A)
Hom*(M,
where φ', (Λ/Γ'),: M-^Horn^M, ^ ); w W^>t£q(—, TW), (m<W^>ΐ%q(m, —)).
is obviously non degenerate.
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Theorem 1. Let A^B be a G-Galois extension with involution. For any
sesqui-linear left A-module q=(M, q), we have an isometry
Proof. Let xly x2ί ••• xn and yly y2, ••• yn be a G-Galiois system of A. For
each σ ^G, we can define an ^ -homomorphism e
σ
: A®BM-^A®BM\ a®mW^>
Because, for any c^A, we have e
σ
.(ac®nί)=^iacσ(xi)®yim=
^^^
σ~
1(c)m=e<Γ(a®σ~l(c)m), particularly, if c is in B, we obtain eσ(ac®m)=eσ(a®cm),
therefore e
σ
 is well defined. Since ej(a®nή=ej(\®σ~l(d)m) for a®m^A®BM,
the image of e
σ
 is equal to e
σ
(l®M). Now, we check identities e
σ
oe
r
=
{θ" for σφr ' (σ> T(ΞG)» and ΣσeG*σ=/. For any a®m<=A®BM, we have
«
σ
oV(α®m)=Σ>Λ^(^ j^®^), for σ=r ^
and Σσ eG^®^) = Σί,σeGΛo (Λ?ί)® Vim = ^ i^t^Xf)® yfm = a®^t&(xi)yim=
a®m. Accordingly, ^4®
 BM=J£treG(&ea(l®Af) is obtained. Further, eσ(\®M)
and
 σ
M are ^4-isomorphic by an ^4-homomorρhism ξ
σ
:
 σ
M-*eJ(\®M)\ WW^
e
σ
(\®m). Recauseyζσ(a*m)=ζσ(σ-\a)m)=eσ(l®σ-\a)m)=eσ(a®m^
=aζ
σ
(m), and if ξ<r(m)=eσ(l®m)=^iσ(xi)®yim=0 then by a canonical ho-
momrphism A®BM-+M\ a®m^/\Mσ~
l(a)m, ζ
σ
(m)=Q is sent to m=^lixiyim=
0. Thus, A®BM=^σ^G®eσ(l®M)^^σ^G®σM as left ^4-modules. Now,
we shall show that the subspaces {e
σ
(\®M)\ σeG} of i*t
θ
^(q)=(A®BM9 itθq)
are orthogonal each other and eJ(\®BM) is isometric to σ*(^)=(σM, σq) for
each σ^G. For m, n^M and σ, τ^G, we have ίtGq(eσ(\®nί)ί eτ(l®ri))=itσq
»)MΣy^
Accordingly, we obtain (^ΘBM, ώrf)=Σσ6G±«σ(l®Λί) and an
isometry f
σ
: (^ M, σg)-»(^
σ
(l®M), ώ^); 7WA/VM^
σ
(l®w) for each σeG, hence
3. Witt groups
Let ^4 be a ring with involution.
DEFINITION 4. (cf. [2]) A sesqui-linear left ^4-module q=(M, q) is called
hermitian, if q(m, ri)=q(ny m) is satisfied for every m, n^M. And, a hermitian
left ^4-module (M, q) is called metabolic, if there exists a hermitian left A -module
(V@V*,hg) defined by hβ(v+f, vf^ff)=J^]+ff(v)+g(v, v'), v, v'e=V,f,f'eV*
= HomA(V, A) for some hermitian left A -module (V, g), and if (M, q) is iso-
metric to (F0Γ*, kg). We shall call that a hermitian left ^4-module (M, q) is
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reflexive, (finitely generated projecctive), if M is reflexive i.e. the map ξ : M-+
Hom (^M, A), A); ξ(m) (f)=f(m), f <Ξ Hom^(M, A), m^M, is an ^-iso-
morphism, (M is finitely generated projecteve).
Let &
r
(A), (ξ?p(A)), denote the category of non degenerate and reflexive,
(finitely generated projective), hermitian left A -modules and their isometrics, and
3Jl
r
(A)9 (yflp(A)), the subcategory of &r(A), (^P(A))) consiting of metabolic left
^-modules.1' Since &
r
(A) and 9JI
 r
(A), (&P(A) and ^flp(A))ί have the product J_,
we can construct the Witt-Grothendieck group GW
r
(A\ (GWP(A)\ and the Witt
group W
r
(A\ (WP(A)). We can check that from the inclusion map i: B-*A>
the trace map ΐ%: A-*B and σ in G,
f*: W
r
(B) -> W
r
(A\ (WP(B) -+ WP(A)) ,
β* : W,(A) - W
r
(B\ (WP(A) - WP(B)) , and
σ*: W
r
(A) - W
r
(A\ (WP(A) - WP(A)} ,
are induced, where u^ U(C0) and Al)B is a G-Galois extension with involution.
Lemma 3. Let AnB be a G-Galois extension with involution. If M is a
reflexive left B-module, then A®BM is also a reflexive A-module.
Proof. If ξ: M-*HomB(HomB(M9 B\ B)\ wΛΛΛ->(/W->/(w)) is a £-iso-
morphism, I®ξ: A®BM^A®BHomB(IIomB(M, B), B) is an ^-isomorphism.
Since Φ: A®BHomB(M, B)-*HomA(A®BM, A)', a®fW^>(a'®mW^>a'f(m)ά)
is an ^4-isomorρhism, the composition Φ/=Hom(Φ~1, 7)oφ: A®
 BHomB(IϊomB
(M, B)y B) -> HomA(HomA(M, A), A) is also an ^4-isomorρhism, and so is
φΌ(I®ξ): A®BM-*HomA(HomA(A®BM, A), A). We can check Φ'o(I®ξ)
(a®nί) (f)=f(a®m) forf^HomA(A®BM, A) and a®m<=A®BM\ For /e
HomA(A®BM, A), we put Φ~1(f)=^Σbi®gi in A®BHomB(M, B), then we
have Φ'o(I®ξ) (a®m) (f) = Φ(a®ξ(m)) (f) = Hom(φ-\ I)o(a®ξ(m)) (f) =
Φ(a®ξ(m)) (φ
^Σagi(m)bi=f(a®m). Thus, A®BM is reflexive over A.
Lemma 4. Let Al^B be a G-Galois extension with involution. If M is a
reflexive left A-module, then M is also reflexive over B.
Proof. Since by Lemma 2, θ: HomA(M, A) ->Hom (^M, J^ /ΛΛΛ-^o/ is
a J?-isomorphism, the lemma is obtained from the following commutative dia-
gram;
1) In order that §
r
(^) becomes a set, we need to do an restriction on the cadinal number
of module, for example, §
r
(^4)c{(M, q)-y cardinal number of M^tf}.
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M — » HomA(Hom<A(M, A), A)
HomB(HomΛ(M, A), B)
\Hom(θ'1, 1)
HomB(HomB(M, B), B) .
The commutativity is as follows; for any meM and /eHom
s
(M, B), setting
g^-^f) in HomA(M, A), we have Hom^1, 1)°θ°ξA(m) (/)=Hom(6>-1, /)
Lemma 5. LeZ A^B be a G-Galoίs extension with involution, C0 the fixed
subring of the center of A by the involution, and u an element of the unit group
U(C0). If q=(M, q) is in <ΰlr(A), (WP(A)), then i*(q)=(A®BM, iq), t%*(q)=
(BM, tlq) and σ*(?)=(M, σq)Jor σ(ΞG, are in 3
Proof. This is easily obtained from Lemma 3 and Lmma 4.
Thus, group-homomorphisms of Witt groups **, t%* and σ*, for creG, are
well defined. From now on, we shall denote by W(A) one of W
r
(A) and WP(A).
WeputG*={σ*: W(A)->W(A)\ σ <=G} , TG*=Σ<r*eG*<r* and W(A)G*={[q]tΞ
W(Λ)\ σ*([f])=[ί] for all σ-*<ΞΞG*}.
From Theorem 1 we have
Theorem 2. Let A ^>B be a G-Galois extension with involution. Then, we
have
i*otff*=:TG* on W(A).
Let Al^B be a G-Galois extension with involution, C0 the fixed subring of
the center of A by the involution. Then easily we have
Lemma 6. For any u^ t/(C0), a sesqui-lίnear left B-module (Ay ό?) defined
by but\ AxA-*B
m
, (a, a')W^>tβ(aua') is non degenerate and hermitian.
DEFINITION 5. AnB is called an odd type G-Galoίs extension with involu-
tion, if there exists u in U(C0) such that (A, *?)^<l>J_Am> <1>=(5, /); /(ί, *')=
W, for έ, b'^B, and h
m
 is a metabolic left .B-module.
Proposition 2. Let A be an algebra over a commutative ring R, and
an odd type G-Galois extension with involution. We suppose that u is in the fixed
subring of the center of A by the involution such that u is unit in A and (A, bf)^
OXIA^ for a metabolic left R-module h
m
=(N, h
m
). Then we have tβ*oi*=I on
W(R) and Σ<reGJLo"*<(w>^<(l>J_z*(Am) as hermitian left A-modules, where <#>
denotes a hermitian left A-module defined by a form AxA-*A; (#,
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Proof. If q=(M, q) is in %
r
(R), (§p (R)\ then %*<>i*(q)=(A®RM, tu&iq) is
also in £v(Λ), (^P(R)). We can check t%iq=b1έ®q as follows; for any a®m,
a'®m'mA®RM, we have t%iq(a®m,a'®m')=tG(uaq(m, m')a')=tσ(uaa')q(m, m')
=b"(ay a')q(my mf)=b1ί®q(a®m, a'®m'). Since R is commutative and A is an
Λ-algebra, the tensor product (A, i?)®(Af, q)=(A®RM, but®q)=(A®RM, t#q)
is well defined in $
r
(R), ($p(R))> and so we have fS*°i*(?)=W®?^«l>JA )
®q^(<\y®q)±_(h
m
®q)=qj^(h
m
®q). But, by Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, if M is
reflexive over R then A®RM^(R®N)®RM=M®(N®RM) is also reflexive
over R, and hence so is N®RM. Accordingly, hm®q—(N®RM, hm®q) is in
!Qr(R), (&P (R))' On tne other hand, h
m
®q is also metabolic,20 (cf. [5], Lemma
1.2 and Lemma 1.5). Therefore, we have *S*0*"*([?])=[?] for all [?] in flΓ(Λ).
Since we have easily (A, b^)=t&^(^uy) and (A, έί)=<l>J_Aw as hermitian left
Λ-modules, we obtain ί*(ft?)=ί*oί
β#«tt»^Σ<reσJ_σ*<tt> by Theorem 1.
Therefore ^σ±^*<«>
Theorem 3. Let A be an algebra over a commutative ring R, and A nR an
odd type G -Galois extension with involution. Then we have
1) i*: W
r
(R)-*W
r
(A) andί*: WP(R)^WP(A) are injective,
2) t#*: W
r
(A)-*W
r
(R) and t^: Wp(A)->Wp(R) are sujective and split, and
so W
r
(A)^ί*(W
r
(R))®Ker t^9 WP(A)^i*(Wp(R))@Ker t&*,
3) Ker ί
β
*=Ker ΓG*, Im i*=Im ΓG*, i.e. i*: Wr(R)-*TG*(Wr(A)) and i*:
WP(R)^TG*(WP(A)) are isomorphisms.
Furthermore, if A is commutative, then we have TG*(Wr(A))=Wr(A)G* and
TG*(Wp(A))=Wp(A)G\i.e.i*: Wr(R)-*Wr(A)G* and ί*: W P(R)^W P(A)G* are
isomorphisms.
Proof. Let C0 be the fixed subring of the center of A by the involution.
For any u^U(C0) and a sesqui-linear left ^-module q=(M, q), the scaling uq=
(My uq) by u is defined to be uq: MxM-+A; (m, ri)W^>uq(m, n). If q=(M, q)
is non degenerate, or hemitian, then so is uq=(M, uq), respectively. If q is me-
tabolic then so is uq. Therefore, a scaling [q] W-> [uq] defines a group-automor-
phism μ of the Witt group W(A). Take u in U(C0) such that (A, έ?)^<l>JA«.
Since by Proposition 2 ^o/*^/, we have that i* : W(R)->W(A) is injective and
I=t%*oi*=ta*oμoi*. Therefore, it is obtained that t^ : W(A)-*W(R) is surjec-
tive and split, and W(^)-Ker t^®μoi*(Vf(R))^Ker t^®i*(W(R)). Since by
Theorem 1 i*ot&%=TG* on W(^4), we have i*—i*ot#*oμoi*=TG*oμoi*, and so
i*: W(R)-*TG*(W(A)) is an isomorphism and Ker t<&= Ker ΓG*. If A is a
commutative ring, then W(^l) becomes a commutative ring with identity [<!>].
TG*: W(^)-^W(^)G* is a ring-homomorphism, and TGjle(W(-4)) is an ideal of
W(A)G*. But by Proposition 2 71G*«tt»=<l>J_ι*(Alll) and i*(hm) is a metabolic
2) See Appendix.
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left ^-module. Therefore, [<!>]= ΓG*([<*>]) is in TG*(W(^)), and so TG*(Vf(A))
4. Examples
In this section, we expose some examples of Galois extension with involu-
tion.
EXAMPLE 1. Let L, K be fields and L^>K a G-Galois extension with non
trivial involution. Put L0= {a^L\ a=a} and K0=L0 (Ί K. Then we have two
cases;
Case I; K^KQ, then LDL0 and K~DKQ are quadratic extensions, G induces
the Galois group of L0Z>^0, and L=L0K=L0®KϋK.
Case II; K=K0> then L^L^K and [L : K]= \ G \ is even.
Proposition 3. (cf. [11]) Let L, K be fields and L^>K a G-Galois extension
with involution. Then L~DK odd type if and only if \ G \ = [L : K\=odd.
Proof. If L~DK is odd type then obviously [L : K]— odd. We shall show
the converse. Firstly, we suppose that Ll^K is a G-Galois extension with trivial
involution and |G|=odd. Then there is an a in L such that L=K[a]. Put
[L :K]=2m+l. From the proof of Scharlau's theorem (cf. [7], Th. 1.6, p. 195),
we have that a l£-lmear map /: L-+K defined by /(!)=! and /(α'')=0 for ί=
1, 2, •••, 2my defines a non degenerate bilinear left ^-module (L, ό?) by i?(#, y)
=f(xy) for x, yeL, where u^L is determined by b}(uy — )=f. Then we have
(L, bt)=KΛ_(Ka®Ka2®. ®Ka2m), where ίΓ-<l>, and Ka® ®Ka2m is a
metabolic subspace, because Ka@ @Kam is a total isotropic subspace of it.
Accordingly, Ll)K is odd type. Secondaly, suppose that L"DK is a G-Galois
extension with non trivial involution, and | G | =odd. By Case I, the involution
is non trivial on K, i.e. K^K0, and so L=L0K^L0®KQK. Since LQ~DKQ be-
comes a G-Galois extension with trivial involution, L0^K0 is odd type, and so
there is u in L0 such that (L0, ό?) is isometric to the orthogonal sum of <1> and
some metabolic ΛΓ0-subspace hm. Then we have (L, i") '^*(L0, b")=(K®KQL0,
*«)^ί*«l»JL/*(A
w
)-<l>J_ί*(A
w
) as hermitian ^ -modules, and i*(h
m
) becomes
a metabolic ^-module. Thus, L^K is odd type.
Corollary 1. Let Ll^K be fields and a G-Galois extension with involution.
If \G\=odd, then the inclusion map i: K^>L induces an isomorphism of hermitian
Witt groups; i*: W(K)^TG*(W(L))=W(L)G*.
EXAMPLE 2. Let R be a commutative ring, (V, q) a non degenerate qu-
adratic /2-module having a orthogonal base; (V, q)=Rv1J_Rv2jL '_LRvn. Then
2 and q(vι) i=l, 2, ••• n are invertible in R. Let ρ
v
. be a symmetry defined by
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vi9 i.e. p9.(x)=x—B^*' vύ vt for XZΞ V. The Clifford algebra C(V, q)=C0(V, q)
@Cl(V, q) is a separable and Z/(2)-graded Λ-algebra (cf. [1], [8]). Each pv. is
extended to an algebra-automorphism /5, of C(V, q), for ι=l, 2, ••• n, and & is
homogeneous i.e. fa(Cj(V, q))=Cj(V9 ί),y=0,l. C(F, #) has an involution
defined by (x1x2 xr)=xr x2xί for x^V. Then /$/ is compatible with this
involution. Let G be a group of automorphisms of C(Vy #) generated by βly /62,
•••£„. Then, we can show that C(Vy q)^)R is a G-Galois extension with involu-
tion.
Proposition 4. Let C(V, q), fi^ $2, ••• βn and G be as above. Then C(V, q)
^>R is a G-Galois extension with involution, and G=(β1) X (/32) X ••• X (ρn).
Proof. If n = 1, C(Rvly q)^R[X]l(X2—q(vl)) is a separable quadratic exten-
sion of R, and so C(Rvly q)^*R is a Galois extension with Galois group (^j) (cf.
[8]). Suppose that n> 1 and Cf/fo!® •• ®Jffo l l_1, q)^>R is a Galois extension with
Galois group (fiJX^X 'Xfβ^). Since Λ^φ — ®/?«;ll=(Λί;1® — Φ/2^-0
J_Λ^M, it is well known that 0(12^  φ — ©/?«;„, ^ Cίϋ!^ ® — ® /?«;,,_!, ?)®
C(Rv
n
, q), where ® denotes the graded tensor product over Λ. Let x
ίy ••• Λ:5
and j!, ••• j
s
 be a (4ι)X ••• X (^-^-Galois system of C^^φ φjRϋ^!, #) and
Wj, ••• ttf and TO!, ••• wf a (/6w)-Galois system of C(Rvn, q). xiy y{ and wy, wy are
chosen as homogeneous elements in C(Λz;10 ®Λϊ;w_1, q) and C(Rvn, q), respec-
tively. Then, {(-l)9^8^X (g)My; 1^/^J, l^ ί^} and {yf ®w y; l^i^ί, 1^
7" ^ ί} are a (/dj X ••• X (β
n
^) X (/S^-Galois system of Cφv& ζ&Rv*, q)=C(Rv1/\
Φ φ-Rϋn-!, q)®C(Rv
ιn
 q), where 9z/y and 9y, denete the degree of Uj and jy, .
Because, Σ/,y(- 1)^ ^X ® κy σ X r(yi®wj) - Σ<.y*<* CVί) ®«yτ(»y) - J® -1 !
—. vx /y _. T vx 7"
σ X τ φ / χ /,forσe( /5 1)X X(p«-1)andτe(p r t). Since
C(Rv
n
,q)=C(Rv1® ®Rvn_19q)®C(Rvnyq) as Λ-modules and
Λ^-i, q)®C(Rv
ny q))(βιY^*~ *^=C(Rv1® ..®Rvn_1, q)W*~
q)vj=R®R=R9 we have that C^^φ φj?*;,,, g)^Λ is a Galois extension with
Galois group (β^ X ••• X (/$„). Thus, the proposition is obtained by induction.
EXAMPLE 3. Let A ID B be a G-Galois extension with involution. The nx
w-matrix ring A
n
 over A has an invoution A
n
->A
n
\ (tf*y)V\Mf(fliy), where *( )
denotes the transpose matrix. Then, A
n
^>B
n
 is also a G-Galois extension with
involution. Furthermore, if A~DB is odd type, then so is A
n
l)B
n
. Because,
we suppose that u is a unit in the fixed subring C0 of the center of A by the in-
volution, and (A, δ") is a orthogonal sum of <1> and a metabolic ΰ-left module
hg=(N, hg). Then An^Bn®BA as J3rt-left modules and C0 is the fixed subring
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of the center of A
n
 by the involution. Therefore, we have (A
m
 b")^(B
n
®BA,
ib")^i*(iy_±_i*hg=(iy_L_i*hg as sesqui-linear £Λ-left modules, and i*hg is a
metabolic ^-module, where i:B<^>B
n
.
Using the Morita context, Example 3 is extended as follows;
EXAMPLE 4. (cf. [2], Chap. I, 8.) Let A~DE be a G-Galois extension with
involution, Δ(^4, G)=^lσ^G®Auσ a crossed product of A and G with a trivial
factor set, and M a faithful left Δ(^4, G)-module. We may assume that Uj is
the identity element in Δ(Ay G), and A is a subring of Δ(^4, G). We suppose
that M has a non degenerate hermitian form [ , ]: MxM-^A satisfying \u
σ
(nϊ),
u
σ
(ri)]=σ([m, ri]) for every σ(ΞG and m,n<=M. Put Λ°=HomA(M, M) and
Γ°=HomΔ04 G)(M, M), then M is regarded as right Λ-module and so as A- Λ-
bimodule. We can define an involution Λ-^Λ; XΛΛΛ->X by [m, rcX]— [wλ, ri\ for
every m,n^M (cf. [2], p. 61). For each σeG, a ring-automorphism σ': Λ-^Λ
is defined by mσ/(λ)=w
σ
.((z/-1(m))λ) for m<=M and λeΛ. Put G'= {σ'; σeG} .
Since u
σ
u
τ
=u(rr in Δ(-4, G), the map G->G'; σV\Λ->σ' is a group homomorphism.
We can easily check ΛG/=Γ. For any λeΛ, σ'eG', σ-'(X)=σ'(λ) is satisfided;
for any m, n^M, we have [/wσ'(λ), w] = [M
σ
(M~1(ιw)X), w]=σ([M^1(w)X, u~l(ri)\=
σ([u~l(m)9 M~1(n)λ])=[»f, wσ/(λ)]=[ι»σ/(λ), Λ]. Put MG= {/weM; uσ(m)=m for
all cr^G}, then MG becomes a left ^-module. We can show that if MG is
finitely generated projective and generator over B, then ΛZ)Γ is also a G'-Galois
extension with involution and G7^G. Now, we shall prove this. We denote
by ( , ) a sesqui-linear form M χM->Λ defined by [m, mf}m"=m(m', m") for
every m, m' and m" ^M (see [2], p. 61).
Lemma 7. Under above conditions, we have M=AMG^A®BM
G
, and
[
 y ] induces a non degenerate hermitian form [ , ] \ MG X MG over B.
Proof. Let xly ••• xn and yly ••• yn be a G-Galois system of A. For any
m<=M, m is written as m=Σί,<reG**^6\0M<r(w)=Σί.eG* ^
and is contained in ^ 4MG, where ^(jz^^Σσ eG^σίj*^) is m ^ G
is an element in A®BM
G
 such that ^aimi=0, then we have Σ
*/G(jy^)®^=Σ/,Λ®^ Therefore, M—
AMG^A®BM
G
 is obtained. Since σ([m, w)]=[w
σ
(m), w
σ
(w)] for every σ^G
and m,n<=M, [ , ]'=[ , ]\MGxMG defines a hermitian β-form [ , ]': MGX
MG->B. By M=AMG, [MG, m]'=Q implies m=Q. If / is any element in
Hom
β
(MG, B), then I®f is in HomA(M, A), hence there is an element mm M
such that/=[— , m]. But,/(τz) is in .β for all n^MG, then we have [w, m]=f(ri)
=σ([n> m])=[u
σ
(ri), u
σ
(m)]=[ny uff(m)] for all n^MG, σeG, and so m=uσ(m) for
all σ^G, i.e. m^MG. Therefore, [ , ]7 is non degenerate.
Proposition 5. If MG is finitely generated projective and generator over B,
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then ΛlDΓ is a G' -Galois extension with involution, and G'^G.
Proof. Let xl9 ••• xn and yί9 ••• yn be G-Galois system of A. Since M
G
 is
a finitely generated projective and generator 5-module, and [ , ] | MG X MG is
non degenerate, hence there exist m19 ••• mr and n19 ••• nr, u19 ••• us and s^, -•• vs
in MG such that Σ/D^ n,]=l, /=Σ*[-> <K=S/K> ^)- Put *»*y=
=jyyϊV. Then we have Σί.y(w<y> κ«rKy))=Σί,y(*yM» M<rCVy«;ί))=Σί,
,^κw=s,,[-,»(]»,xr>,={a^ °* : £ ;;ί-{J £ J.
Since w{y is expressed as w{y=Σ*[ |WA> ΛA]w<y= Σιkmk(nk> ntj}> we have
Therefore> ίWy.^Ar); l^ί^ί^, l^J^Λ, 1^*^^} and
{K, «*y); l^ί^ί, l^j^n, l^k^r} are G'-Galois system of Λ and
Thus Λl^Γ is a Gx-Galois extension with involution.
Corollary 2. Z ί^ ^4 be an algebra over a commutative ring R, and AlDR a
G-Galois extension with involution. If M is a faithful left A(A, G)-module such
that M is finitely generated projective over A and M has a non degenerate hermi-
tίanform [
 } ] MxM^A satisfying σ([m, n\)=[uσ(m)9 uσ(n)] for all n, m^M
and σ^G, then Λ=Hom^(M, Λ/)Z)Γ=HomΔCΛfG)(Λί, M) is a G-Galois extension
with involution.
Proof. Since, under the condition of the corollary, we have tff(A)=R and
M=AMG^A®BM
G
, we conclude that MG. is a direct summand of Mas R-
module. Therefore MG is finitely generated projective and generator over R,
and by Proposition 5 ΛlDΓ is a G'-Galois extension with involution and G^G'.
Appendix
Let R be a commutative ring.
Lemma A. ([5], Lemma 1.2) Let (M, q) be a non degenerate hermitίan R-
module. Then (M, q) is metabolic if and only if there is an R-direct summand N of
M such that N L=N.
Lemma B. (cf. [5], Lemma 1.5) Let (M, q) be any non-degenerate hermitίan
R-module and (N, h
m
) a metabolic R-module such that N is a projective R-module.
If (N, h
m
}®(M, q)=(N®RM, hm®q] is non degenerate, then (N, hm)®(My q) is
also metabolic.
Proof. Suppose (N,h
m
)s*(U®U*,hg)9 where E7*=Homje(I7J/Z) and (U,g)
is a hermitian /?-module. By Lemma A, it is sufficient to show (U:¥®M)±=
C/*<S)Min (U®M®U*®M, hg®q). If ΣMί®wί ίs in (U*®M)i-{\(U®M)9
then we have A^®?(ΣMί®w»/®*)=ΣA*(Mί>/)?^
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*> #)=0> f°Γ every x^M and /et/*, hence Σ/(w* )w* — 0 for every
/e U*. Since C7 is projective over /?, there exist {fj^ Ϊ7*; j^I} and {#y e C7;
7*e/} such that Λ^Σye/^y/yO*) for all #e £7. Accordingly, Σwί®OT/===Σί.ye/
^y/y(ttί)®^ί=Σye/Wy®Σί/ί(«ίH =0 We obtain that (t^*®^ Π (Z/®Af)
=0 and so (U*®M)±=U*®M.
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